### 4-6 MONTH BEGINNER PUPPY

#### 203
**MYJOY-FOXHAVEN LET FREEDOM RING**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62321001; DOB: 5/21/2020  
Breeder: Joyce Willis, Denise Fox, R. Little; By: CH Wolf Creek Levi x GCH Peakes Brook Unchained Melody MyJoy-Foxhaven-Charg  Owner: Denise Fox, Joyce Willis

#### 204
**DOR TZEDEK VON AGILQWEST**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN61930103; DOB: 4/20/2020  
Breeder: Dr. Michelle Schumann; By: Osvold Von Grunheide x Bee! Still My Heart Von Agilqwest RN TDX HSCs HICs HXCs DS TKN  Owner: Ellen Mantel Pfann

#### 205 BP
**BREAL-JOGRA'S RENZO DELLA BELLA**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62070002; DOB: 5/12/2020  
Breeder: Jose Perez-Gurri, Manuel Campo, Vincent Indeglia, Elizabeth Knight; By: GCH TRJ's Johnny Walker Red v Luzak x GCHG Breal-Jogra's Isabella  
Owner: Jose & Kathy Perez-Gurri, Manuel & Norma Campo

#### 206
**BRAUNHAUS MILO**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62445602; DOB: 6/14/2020  
Breeder: Timothy & Diane Brown; By: CH Braunhaus I Like Ike x Erynbrook's American Glory of Winsome  
Owner: Diane & Tomothey Brown

#### 207 BOP
**HANDHEIMS JUST A DREAM!**  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN62187703; DOB: 5/11/2020  
Breeder: Kathy Hand; By: CH Tatum's WeLove to Trump That! x GCH Handheims Gypsy Woman v Carlisle  
Owner: Kathy Hand

#### 208
**HYLOWE'S FIRST AMENDMENT**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62544401; DOB: 4/14/2020  
Breeder: Julie Tittl, Julia Foster; By: Timberline's Dust Bown Dance x Wonderlands Darby V Wolf Creek  
Owner: Julie Tittl

#### 209
**HANDHEIMS JUDGEMENT DAY!**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62187704; DOB: 5/11/2020  
Breeder: Kathy Hand; By: CH Tatum's WeLove To Trump That! x GCH Handheims Gypsy Woman v Carlisle  
Owner: Kathy Hand

#### 210
**HANDHEIMS JUPITER RISING**  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN62187702; DOB: 5/11/2020  
Breeder: Kathy Hand; By: CH Tatum's WeLove to Trump That! x GCH Handheims Gypsy Woman v Carlisle  
Owner: Kathy Hand

---

**BEST 4-6 MONTH PUPPY**  
205

**BEST OPPOSITE 4-6 MONTH PUPPY**  
207
**REGULAR CONFORMATION**

**6-9 MONTH DOG**

1. **211** AB  
   SHE-ROCK'S GET YOUR SWAG ON V CARLYN  
   AKC Reg #DN61429001; DOB: 2/9/2020  
   Breeder: Stephanie Schrock, Autumn Dugan  
   By: GCHS Sirius Park's Midnight Train to Georgia x CH She-Rock's National Security Threat  
   Owner: Michael Moran, A Dugan, S Schrock, Lisa Miller

2. **212** AB  
   JOMAR'S LUCKY BREAK V CHERPA  
   AKC Reg #DN61550505; DOB: 3/12/2020  
   Breeder: Bonnie Calloway  
   By: GCH Cherpa's Exxon of Lealynn x CH Big Sky Windvane's Romance of Jomar  
   Owner: Bonnie Calloway  
   Agent: Zach & Lindsey Hudspeth

3. **213** 1ST/BP  
   JIMENI'S YOUTALKINTOME SCARAB CASHE  
   AKC Reg #DN61468101; DOB: 3/12/2020  
   Breeder: Jim Hall, Becky McElroy, Ben Bigornia  
   By: CH Kis Malchik Van Contra Haus x GCH Greenleaf's Spitfire Surigo Cross Timbers  
   Owner: Ben Bigornia, Kathy Estrada, C Sheets, B McElroy  
   Agent: Channing Sheets

**9-12 MONTH DOG**

1. **214** 2ND  
   NORBERGE INERTIAL DAMPGNER OF CLAYFIELD  
   AKC Reg #DN60408912; DOB: 12/16/2019  
   Breeder: Pamela O'Dell, Sharon Avery, Michael Avery  
   By: GCHP Rosewoods Galileo HT CGC x CH Norberges Razzle Rosarita of Clayfield  
   Owner: Sheila Lieberman, Dr Zoe Backman  
   Agent: Christy Heiman

2. **215** 1ST  
   SHAKERS CRISTOFER COLUMBUS V T-HO  
   AKC Reg #DN60681607; DOB: 11/28/2019  
   Breeder: Betty McDermott  
   By: CH Hylock's American Pharoah of Merivern x Mar-Azart Aby  
   Owner: Betty McDermott, Nathan McDermott

**12-15 MONTH DOG**

1. **216** 2ND  
   KINGDOM'S HOLY FIRE  
   AKC Reg #DN59723802; DOB: 9/16/2019  
   Breeder: Michelle Jones, Sheldon Jones  
   By: GCHP Stuttgart's Now Don't Refuse Me of Masrock CGC TKN x Kingdom's You Revive Me  
   Owner: Vickie Gilleland, Carl Victer, Michelle Jones  
   Agent: Lenny Brown

2. **217** 1ST  
   KUBISTAURAMS GALACTIC GAITWAY  
   AKC Reg #DN59706202; DOB: 8/25/2019  
   Breeder: Verna Kubik, Virginia Bailey  
   By: GCH Bloomsberrys Amadeus x CH Kubistraums Tahoe II RN HT  
   Owner: Verna Kubik, Virginia Bailey  
   Agent: Diane Brown
15-18 MONTH DOG

218  AB  KISMET'S JACK DANIELS OF PIPER HILL  
AKC Reg #DN57967101; DOB: 5/13/2019  
Breeder:  Barbara Lopez, Maryellen Kish  By:  GCH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar  x  Kismet Anne-Isle Winterberry  Owner:  Barbara Lopez, Maryellen Kish  
Agent:  George Berstler

219  3RD  RANITA'S MAGIC MIKE  
AKC Reg #DN58547702; DOB: 7/10/2019  
Breeder:  Anita Clouse  By:  GCHS Class Act's Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillsi RN CGC  x  Ranita's TNT  
Owner:  Austin & Ellie Marsh  
Agent:  Marcus Simpson

220  4TH  WINSOME'S ALABEARAMA V WINROCK  
AKC Reg #DN58971903; DOB: 6/15/2019  
Breeder:  Frank J Fasano, Kristine M Fasano  By:  GCHB Winsome's Love Me Tendbear RI  x  CH Winsome's Vegas Showstopbear  
Owner:  Troy Simpson  
Agent:

221  2ND  CANDIA'S REDNECK CRAZY V SURIGO  
AKC Reg #DN57720801; DOB: 5/15/2019  
Breeder:  Candice Zumwalt, Nancy Godek-McDonald  By:  CH Cherpa-Coastline FedEx  x  CH Candia's Tannerite N' TNT v Surigo  
Owner:  C Zumwalt, N Godek-McDonald  
Agent:  Nancy McDonald

222  BRAUNHAUS MALACHI  
AKC Reg #DN58116201; DOB: 4/18/2019  
Breeder:  Diane Brown & Timothy Brown  By:  CH Braunhaus I Like Ike  x  Winsome's Jennabear Lawrence  
Owner:  Diane Brown, Timothy Brown, Sophia Brown

223  WD  SHE-ROCK'S LOW RIDER OF INQUEST  
AKC Reg #DN57954601; DOB: 5/25/2019  
Breeder:  Stephanie Schrock, Ileana Nogueras  By:  GCHS Sirius Park's Midnight Train to Georgia  x  CH She-Rock's National Security Threat  
Owner:  Stephanie Schrock, Stephanie Sherman  
Agent:  Autumn Dugan

224  AB  WINDBORNE'S "NO SURRENDER"  
AKC Reg #DN59002903; DOB: 6/14/2019  
Breeder:  Carolyn Edwards  By:  GCHB Lacomtesse Lucifer Morningstar  x  "Fire N' Ice" Of Windborne  
Owner:  Carolyn Edwards, Daniel Edwards

225  AB  ALAYGRAY'S BIG EASY  
AKC Reg #DN61644101; DOB: 4/30/2019  
Breeder:  Victoria Jensen, Lisa Haus  By:  GCH Kennelwood's Man U Man  x  Billyjo Black Dahlia Stonewall  
Owner:  Lisa Haus, Donna Calabrese  
Agent:  Olivia Calabrese
226  HANDHEIM'S INDIANA JONES V CARLISLE  
AKC Reg #DN58647602; DOB: 7/13/2019  
Breeder: Kathy Hand, Dionne Carlisle, Brian Carlisle  
By: GCH Tebe Nobe Ca-She Desi Arnaz x CH Handheims Girls Got Rhythm v Carlisle  
Owner: Kathy Hand, Dionne Carlisle, Brian Carlisle  
Agent: Zac & Lindsey Hudspeth  

NOVICE DOG

227  AB  RAYLEX'S LEBRON V CHABLIS  
AKC Reg #BG5647522GG (Canada); DOB: 4/9/2019  
Breeder: Alana DeCharette, Cindy K Barltey  
By: Blasienbergs Essex x CH Raylex's Isles Moda Chablis  
Owner: Cindy Bartley  
Agent: Jeff Pyle  

228  AB  CLAYFIELD'S GIZMO V EKLECTIC JIMENI  
AKC Reg #DN57326604; DOB: 1/31/2019  
Breeder: Sharon Avery, Michael Avery, Becky McElroy, Jim Hall  
By: CH Kis Malchik Von Contra Haus x CH Clayfield the First Noel of Norberge  
Owner: Becky McElroy, Jim Hall  

BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR DOG

229  AB  ARAMIST'S OHHH BROTHER OF MARATHON  
AKC Reg #DN50463002; DOB: 6/7/2017  
Breeder: Natasha Kelly Sullivan, Donna Calabrese, Olivia Calabrese, Amanda Yowell  
By: GCH MarHaven's California Dreamin' PT x Karizma Kaleef Patsy of Aramist  
Owner: Natasha Kelley Sullivan, Donna Calabrese, Olivia Calabrese, Amanda Yowell  

AMERICAN-BRED DOG

230  4TH  HESSEN'S HEAT SEEKER OF MARINER  
AKC Reg #DN54576901; DOB: 8/6/2018  
Breeder: Peg Graham, Debra Kaser  
By: GCHS Rosewood's Midas Touch of Kansten x GCH Hessen's Myrina of Mariner  
Owner: Peg Graham, Debra Kaser, Amy Nicholes  
Agent: Cindy Tellefsen  

231  2ND  KUBISTRAUMS POWER PACK  
AKC Reg #DN55200202; DOB: 9/23/2018  
Breeder: Verna Kubik, Virginia Bailey  
By: GCH Lindenhill's Martello V Gracelyne TC x GCH Kubistraums Vista of Aramist Peters Elite TC HIT  
Owner: Verna Kubik, Virginia Bailey  
Agent: Diane Brown  

232  3RD  CARETTI'S EXECUTIVE ORDER  
AKC Reg #DN53949101; DOB: 4/23/2018  
Breeder: Cyndi Flautt, Jim Flautt  
By: CH Cross Timbers Blackmale x GCH Caretti's Disorderly Conduct RI  
Owner: Christi Kirby-Baron, Cyndi Flautt  
Agent: Scott Yergin
233 1ST/RWD TODORHAUS KING KONG
AKC Reg #DN53195801; DOB: 11/28/2017
Breeder: Sharon Todoroff, Kelly Foehl  By: GCHP Marquis' Hermes V Kenlyn x GCH Todorhaus Trinity
Owner: Sharon Todoroff, Kelly Foehl
Agent: Liz Oster

OPEN DOG

234 3RD BMEERHUIS-ZYTUT'S SOUTHERN NIGHTS V JOELLE
AKC Reg #DN51517803; DOB: 8/26/2017
Breeder: Roberta Moore, Christy & Clint Heiman, Katelyn Heiman, Joann Richards  By: CH Joelle’s Alvin of Norberge CD x GCH Bmeer-Koldren I Put A Spell on You V Zytut  Owner: Dave & Mary Anderson, Roberta Moore
Agent:

235 1ST SCHATZMAR'S AMERICAN PHAROAH HT FDC
AKC Reg #DN53693806; DOB: 5/14/2018
Breeder: Bob Ghigleri  By: CH Sogne Fjord’s It's All About Me x Schatzmar's Black Diamond  Owner: Sheryl Brockett
Agent: Cindy Tellefsen

236 AB JIMENI'S GUNPOWDER FALLS OF CLAYFIELD-MALIBAR
AKC Reg #DN57326602; DOB: 1/31/2019
Breeder: Sharon Avery, Becky McElroy, James E Hall, Michael Avery  By: CH Kis Malchik Van Contra Haus x CH Clayfield the First Noel of Norberge  Owner: Robert Drescher, James Hall, Nan Kwiatek
Agent:

237 2ND LUZAK'S PURE MICHIGAN
AKC Reg #DN53884101; DOB: 6/1/2018
Breeder: Elizabeth & Mark Wilkerson  By: GCH Hylock's Sho x GCH Luzak's Dance With Me  Owner: Elizabeth & Mark Wilkerson
Agent: Jeff Pyle

307 4TH CAMPEON ROMEO VOM FURSTENHUND
AKC #DN57298102  10/25/08
Breeder: Carolyn Borgmann, Frederick Borgmann  By: 22 Campeon Cracas Mask of Zorro Thorarinn x Von Adelhof’s Stella  Owner: Suzanne Iglesias, Julia Taborda, Susan Hares, Richard Milam

Winners Dog  _223_  Reserve Winners Dog  _233_

Number of Dogs Shown _______  Points ___5_____

6-9 MONTH BITCH

238 2ND KARIZMA'S ONYX VON LOAR V KODIAK RIDGE
AKC Reg #DN61517101; DOB: 3/25/2020
Breeder: Iza Kabuska, Carlos Arguimbau  By: GCH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar x Karizma's India Von Loar  Owner: Charlene Wilson
Agent:
239 4TH STARGAZER-ASHMEAD'S LUCY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS
AKC Reg #DN61621303; DOB: 4/1/2020
Breeder: Mary Jane Fluegel  By: Moose Von Hugelblick UD TD IPO3 x Citilites’ Race to Space UDX5 OM5 BN Owner: Kristin Brooks Jones
Agent: Logan Nordahl

240 AB GEORGE CREEK BLACK HONEY CROSS TIMBERS
AKC Reg #DN61245203; DOB: 2/20/2020
Breeder: Dale Bedea, Nicol Bedea  By: CH Cross Timbers Blackmale x GCH George Creek’s Secret Weapon Ziva Owner: Nanci Nellis, Erin Nellis
Agent: Nancy Godek-McDonald

241 3RD HONEYCREEKS ESMERELDA DIAMOND JEWEL B'SCHAIRT
AKC Reg #DN61748904; DOB: 3/18/2020
Breeder: Sharon Cornelius  By: GCHB Schneiderhof Lancelot V Honeycreek x Chablis Bubba Lou Schneiderhof v Honeycreek Owner: Sheila Lieberman, Dr Zoe Backman, Vanessa Lane
Agent: Christy Heiman

242 AB TODORHAUS MOJAVE VERY SPECIAL AGENT
AKC Reg #DN61868001; DOB: 3/1/2020
Breeder: Mark French, Martha Simonett, Holly Leas  By: GCH Todorhaus Blackhawk V Lutzhaus x CH Anne Isle’s Remy La Joie De Vivre RN CGCA CGCU Owner: Sharon Todoroff, Lori Payne
Agent:

243 1ST/BOP BREAL-JOGRA’S TAKE MY BREATH AWAY
AKC Reg #DN60882101; DOB: 2/9/2020
Breeder: Joan Segro, Jose Perez-Gurri, Manuel Campo  By: GCH TRJ’s JohnnyWalker Red v Luzak x CH Breal-Jogra’s Rosalita Owner: Jose & Kathy Perez-Gurri, Manuel & Norma Campo
Agent: Scott Yergin

244 AB JOMAR'S LUCK BE A LADY V CHERPA
AKC Reg #DN61550502; DOB: 3/12/2020
Breeder: Bonnie Calloway  By: GCH Cherpa’s Exxon of Lealynn x CH Big Sky Windvane's Romance of Jomar Owner: Bonnie Calloway
Agent: Zach & Lindsey Hudspeth

245 AB SHE-ROCK'S YOU'RE SO BOUJES V CARLYN
AKC Reg #DN61429003; DOB: 2/9/2020
Breeder: Stephanie Schrock, Autumn Dugan  By: GCHS Sirius Park's Midnight Train to Georgia x CH She-Rock's National Security Threat Owner: Stephanie Schrock, Autumn Dugan
Agent:

246 AB KALEEF'S MERCEDES
AKC Reg #DN61317104; DOB: 1/24/2020
Breeder: Sheree Moses, Lauren Figler, M Llewellyn, J Hamilton  By: Kaleef’s Mayhem x Kaleef’s Mer Soleil Owner: Cynthia Wilhelmy
Agent: Liz Oster
9-12 MONTH BITCH

247  AB  WUNDER'S VIOLET IN DECEMBER
AKC Reg #DN60838501; DOB: 12/23/2019
Breeder: Sharon Wunder, Rebecca Birnbaum, Elijah Godown  By: CH Geran's Walkn On The Wild Side  x  CH Wunder's Bourbon Allie
Owner: Cynthia Paolie, Sharon Wunder, Courtney Calmes
Agent: Sharon Wunder

248  AB  MICKENA'S GHOST OF CHRISTMAS YET TO COME
AKC Reg #DN60643401; DOB: 12/28/2019
Breeder: Kenneth Beatty, Michele Beatty  By: GCHB Millertime's American Gray Ghost of Falkrigia  x  GCH Kysarah's Secret Love CGC
Owner: Michele Beatty, Ken Beatty, Susan Tomlinson
Agent: Ashleigh Oldfield

249  1ST  SIGNATURE'S BELL BOTTOM BLUES
AKC Reg #DN61160502; DOB: 12/14/2019
Breeder: Joe & Leslie Beccia  By: CH Wolf Creek Levi  x  CH Signature's Calypso  Owner: Joe & Leslie Beccia
Agent: Lenny Brown

250  2ND  CIMARRON'S THIS IS WHAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF
AKC Reg #DN60579301; DOB: 1/4/2020
Breeder: Steve Dobbins  By: CH Cimarron's Raisin' A Ruckus  x  CH Cimarron's Dark Sarcasm  Owner: Steve Dobbins
Agent: Diana Paul

251  3RD  RANITA'S CHANTILLY LAC E
AKC Reg #DN60757501; DOB: 1/6/2020
Breeder: Anita Clouse  By: CH Wolf Creek Levi  x  Ranita's TNT
Owner: Anita Clouse
Agent:

12-15 MONTH BITCH

252  AB  WOODSIDE'S JOLENE
AKC Reg #CK-GQ3970936 (Can); DOB: 8/3/2019
Breeder: Sandy Anderson  By: CH Woodside's Maxamillion  x  CH Woodside's Mischief Maker  Owner: Nattawatt Wooti
Agent:

253  3RD  STARRDOGS BUCKLES AND BOOTS
AKC Reg #DN59327001; DOB: 9/22/2019
Breeder: Kathryn Roberts  By: CH Kaleefs Chaos  x  GCH Heartwoods Pistols and Pearls DJ FD  Owner: Kathryn Roberts
Agent:
254  2ND  TODORHAUS MOJAVE SOARING HIGH IN THE NIGHT
AKC Reg #DN59757202; DOB: 8/16/2019
Breeder: Mark French, Martha Simonett, Holly Leas  By: GCH Todorhaus Blackhawk V Lutzhaus FDC x CH
Anne Isle's Remy La Joie De Vivre RN CGCA CGCU  Owner: Sharon Todoroff, Lori Payne
Agent:

255  1ST  LUZAK'S ROLLING A SEVEN
AKC Reg #DN59493201; DOB: 10/7/2019
Breeder: Elizabeth Wilkerson  By: Hylock's Phenom of Merivern x GCH Luzak's Dance With Me
Owner: Elizabeth Wilkerson
Agent: Scott Yergin

256  AB  HYLOWE'S STROZZI OF EDAN
AKC Reg #DN59613804; DOB: 7/20/2019
Breeder: Ann Schultz, Julie Tittl  By: CH No Holds Barred of Edan x GCHS Hylowes Bitter Sweet Symphony
CA  Owner: Julie Tittl
Agent: Julia Foster

257  AB  BASKERVILLE'S ZIVA V SHADYROCK
AKC Reg #DN60344804; DOB: 9/24/2019
Breeder: Ronald Burke, Dorothy Burke  By: CH Doppelt-Tay Zeek V Stonehaven x GCH Bark Hills Sunshine
of Baskerville  Owner: Linda Burley
Agent:

15-18 MONTH BITCH

258  AB  KISMET'S JAMAICA OF PIPER HILL
AKC Reg #DN57967105; DOB: 5/13/2019
Breeder: Barbara Lopez, Maryellen Kish  By: GCH Karizmas Montego Bay von Loar x Kismet Anne Isle
Winterberry  Owner: Barbara Lopez, Maryellen Kish
Agent: George Berstler

259  FRANKEN HAUS VENICE
AKC Reg #DN57831907; DOB: 5/18/2019
Breeder: John Ayotte, Teri Ayotte  By: GCH Beauchien's We Believe in Miracles x CH Schneiderhof's
Lynsgssa V Franken  Owner: John Ayotte, Teri Ayotte
Agent: Liv Calabrese

260  DONSTA'S QUEEN SANDY FROM STONE
AKC Reg #DN58690101; DOB: 7/4/2019
Breeder: Allan J Carlson  By: GCH Kysarah's-Donsta's Heart of Stone x Tonor's Princess Jasmine  Owner:
Donald W Stack

261  1ST  WOLF CREEK DIAMOND IN THE SKY OF WONDERLAND
AKC Reg #DN58720601; DOB: 5/29/2019
Breeder: Pat Walker, Deb Norman  By: GCH Lacomtesse Bellamy x CH Wolf Creek Serena V Wonderland
Owner: Ed Farell
Agent: Scott Yergin
262 2ND ARAMIST'S TRUTH TO POWER V MARATHON
AKC Reg #DN58604604; DOB: 6/21/2019
Breeder: Donna Calabrese, Natasha Kelley Sullivan, Olivia Calabrese, Amanda Yowell
By: CH Maja Kaleef's Bold Ruler of Marathon HSAs HIAs x CH Atessa's You're So Vain of Aramist HSAsc HIAsc HXAs
Owner: Seth Keida, Natasha Kelley Sullivan, Donna Calabrese
Agent: Nikki Bedea

263 4TH RANITA'S PANDORA'S BOX
AKC Reg #DN58547701; DOB: 7/10/2019
Breeder: Anita Clouse
By: CH Class Act's Shot Throught The Heart Windafall Hillsi x Ranita's TNT
Owner: Anita Clouse

264 AB WINDBORNE'S PINK CADILLAC
AKC Reg #DN59002902; DOB: 6/14/2019
Breeder: Carolyn J Edwards
By: GCHB Lacomtesse Lucifer Morningstar x "Fire N' Ice" of Windborne
Owner: Karen & Jim Lollar, Kara & Jake Hunter

265 3RD CHAGRE'S ALITA BATTLE ANGEL V FOREST KNOLL
AKC Reg #DN58735401; DOB: 5/6/2019
Breeder: Charles Gregory
By: GCH Karizma's Morocco Kaleef Von Loar PT CGC x CH Jezra & Top Hats I Put a Spell on You
Owner: Gail Stiefferman, Herman Stiefferman

NOVICE BITCH

266 AB KENLYN MARQUIS' LOUISIANA 1927
AKC Reg #DN57358409; DOB: 1/28/2019
Breeder: Liz Oster, Kent Boyles
By: GCHB Marquis' Can You Stop the Rain v Kenlyn x GCH Marquis' Uptown Girl v Kenlyn
Owner: D.D. Ardoin, Debbi Ardoin, Bonnie Ardoin
Agent:

267 1ST WOODSIDE'S JOLENE
AKC Reg #CK-GQ3970936 (Canada); DOB: 8/3/2019
Breeder: Sandy Anderson
By: CH Woodside's Maxamillion x CH Woodside's Mischief Maker
Owner: Nattawatt Wooti
Agent: Lenny Brown

268 AB AMBER'S DESIGN OF JO-EL'S AND ALKARAH
AKC Reg #DN59533403; DOB: 10/10/2019
Breeder: J Huber
By: GCH Eagle Valley's Country Boy x Amber's Party Girl
Owner: Karin E Wagner
Agent: Olivia Calabrese

AMATEUR OWNER HANDLED BITCH

269 1ST ARK'S CHRISTMAS BELLS V TRIPPHILL
AKC Reg #DN55752603; DOB: 11/9/2018
Breeder: Dr Teresa Coble, Robert Coble, Mary Tripp
By: Scharo Ark Looking For Trouble x Scharo Ark Xmas Anticipation
Owner: Ashley O'Brien, Dr. Teresa Coble, Robert Coble, Mary Tripp
Agent:
BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR BITCH

270 2ND SHADOW ACRES & CHOPAE'S GONE WITH THE WIND
AKC Reg #DN58153606; DOB: 5/2/2019
Breeder: Sheryl Brockett, Lissa Cunningham, Carol Fielding, Cindy Tellefsen  By: CH Sogne Fjord's It's All About Me  x  GCH Shadow Acres & Chopae's Interstellar HT FDC RATN CGC
Owner: S Brocket, L Cunningham, C Fielding, C Tellefsen
Agent: 

271 1ST WINDFALL'S A STAR IS BORN V WINSTROM
AKC Reg #DN55451202; DOB: 9/26/2018
Breeder: Jeff Pyle, Michael Little  By: GCH ClassAct's Shot Through The Heart Windfall-Hillside RN  x  GCH Windfall's Sexy Chick v Winstrom CD RN  Owner: Jami Winstrom, Jeff Pyle, Michael Little
Agent: 

AMERICAN-BRED BITCH

272 3RD CHERPA'S SOME KINDA WONDERFUL
AKC Reg #DN57565802; DOB: 3/16/2019
Breeder: Pat & Celeste Draper  By: CH Woodsides Once Upon A Time  x  CH Cherpa's Excuse Me Please
Owner: Deborah Stern, Pat & Celeste Drpaer
Agent: Autumn Dugan

273 4TH VONDINEHARTS HI JYNK
AKC Reg #DN54432105; DOB: 7/25/2018
Breeder: Nick & Sandy Dinehart  By: GCH Bloomsberry's Amadeus  x  VonDinehart's Everybody Wants Alexus
Owner: Nick & Sandy Dinehart
Agent: Diana Paul

274 1ST JOMAR'S X-TRA SPECIAL V CHERPA
AKC Reg #DN54997302; DOB: 9/3/2018
Breeder: Bonnie Calloway  By: GCH Cherpa's Exxon of Lealynn  x  CH Bigsky Windvane's Romance of Jomar
Owner: Samuel Israel
Agent: Zachery Hudspeth

275 AB BARK AWAY'S GLORY DAYS OF GEORGE CREEK
AKC Reg #DN55394603; DOB: 10/26/2018
Breeder: Seth Keida  By: George Creek-Sunfarm's Match Maker  x  GCH Greenleaf's Firestarter Surigo Cross Timbers
Owner: Seth Keida, Nicol & Dale Bedea
Agent: Nikki Bedea

276 2ND ZYTUT-REGENCY'S MS. MOWGLI
AKC Reg #DN55528802; DOB: 4/8/2018
Breeder: Nils & Jan Anderson, Christy & Clint Heiman  By: CH HiCliff's Razzle Dazzle of Zytut  x  CH Zytut-Regency Mesa Verde NP
Owner: Niils & Jan Anderson, Christy & Clint Heiman
Agent: 

277 AB SCHNEIDERHOF'S JAZZ OF SHADYROCK
AKC Reg #DN57225404; DOB: 3/1/2019
Breeder: Jamie M Stevens, Nancy D Schneider  By: GCH Schneiderhof's Knight in Shining Armor  x  CH Schneiderhof's Shockwave
Owner: Linda Burley
Agent: 
278  AB  VON LOAR YALITZA GOMEZ OF KARIZMA  
AKC Reg #DN55698002; DOB: 10/19/2018  
Breeder: Miguel Gomez, Carlos Arguimbau  
By: CH Karizma's Montego Bay Von Loar x Karizma's Galla Von Loar  
Owner: Miguel Gomez, Carlos Arguimbau  
Agent: Jeff Pyle  

OPEN BITCH  

279  AB  TODORHAUS MOJAVE GYPSY HT  
AKC Reg #DN54805601; DOB: 4/12/2018  
Breeder: Lori Payne, Sharon Todoroff  
By: CH Todorhaus Mojave Landslide CGC x GCH Todorhaus-Landsend Light A Candle PT HT  
Owner: Lori Payne  
Agent: Olivia Calabrese  

280  WB/BOW/BOS  SIGNATURE'S HARPER ROSE  
AKC Reg #DN58027406; DOB: 4/1/2019  
Breeder: Joe & Leslie Beccia  
By: CH Peter's Elite No Reservations V Signature x CH Signature's Rosalita  
Owner: Joe & Leslie Beccia  
Agent: Lenny Brown  

281  4TH  T-HO'S WHAT COLOR R U REALLY JEZRA  
AKC Reg #DN50059708; DOB: 5/28/2017  
Breeder: Tami Howard, Tracy Radigan, Channing Sheets  
By: GCH Kennelwood's Man U Man x CH Sharlen's Ask Me If I Care Ca-She  
Owner: Donna Calabrese, Penny Kroh  
Agent: Nathan Kerr  

282  2ND  NORBERGE'S THE MADNESS CONTINUES OF CLAYFIELD  
AKC Reg #DN54576604; DOB: 7/10/2018  
Breeder: Pamela O'Dell, Sharon Avery, Michael Avery  
By: GCH Kennelwoods Man U Man x CH Norberge's Razzle Rosarita of Clayfield  
Owner: Sue Lapinski, Claire Drosdick  
Agent: Lauren Gerloff  

283  3RD  WINDFALL'S I AM WOMAN V ROSS  
AKC Reg #DN53275606; DOB: 3/22/2018  
Breeder: J Pyle, M Little, G & P Szymczak, J Willis D Fox  
By: GCH Class Act's Shot Through the Heart Windfall-Hillside RN x GCH MyJoy-Foxhaven Once a Witch Always a Witch Windfall  
Owner: Elaine Ross  
Agent: Jeff Pyle  

Winners Bitch ___280___  
Reserve Winners Bitch___274___  
Number of Dogs Shown _______  Points ___5____
BEST OF BREED

284  AB  GCH GEM-N-I RIVER OF URLOVED (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN50276601; DOB: 4/20/2017
Agent: Lenny Brown

285  CH WOODSIDES ONCE UPON A TIME HSCS HSAS FSSS AXPAJ AXOAJ CGCA CGCU FDC TKN LOAL TC(Dog)
AKC Reg #DN49356001; DOB: 7/29/2016
Breeder: Sandy Anderson  By: GCH Woodside's Maxamillion x Woodside's Tribeca  Owner: Deborah Stern, Diane Strasser
Agent: Channing Sheets

286  AB  CH COVY TUCKER HILL'S VIKTOR ODYSSEUS (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN57049001; DOB: 2/4/2019
Breeder: Marlene Ward  By: GCH Covy-Tucker Hill's Dark Knight x Covy Tucker Hill's Malyshka  Owner: Marlene Ward
Agent:

287  AB  CH NORBERGE'S POINT OF VIEW OF CLAYFIELD (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN54576601; DOB: 7/10/2018
Breeder: Pamela O'Dell, Michael & Sharon Avery  By: GCH Kennelwood's Man U Man x CH Norberge's Razzle Rosarita of Clayfield  Owner: P O'Dell, M & S Avery
Agent: Zac & Lindsey Hudspeth

289  AB  CH GEM-N-I LONGRANGE OF URLOVED (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN50276603; DOB: 4/20/2017
Agent: Lenny Brown

290  GCH TODORHAUS BLACK HAWK V LUTZHAUS FDC (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN47480406; DOB: 10/20/2016
Breeder: Mark French  By: GCH Todorhaus Cloud Dragon x Karma Carmella of Lutzhaus  Owner: Sharon Todoroff, Lori Payne
Agent:

291  BOB  CH WONDERLAND'S GEORGIA ON MY MIND (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN50165507; DOB: 6/11/2017
Agent: Scott Yergin

292  SEL  CH KUBISTAUMS ROUGH RIDER OF RUSHMORE (Dog)
AKC Reg #DN50209603; DOB: 6/20/2017
Breeder: Verna Kubik, Virginia Baiiley  By: GCH Bloomsberrys Amadeus x CH Kubistraums Tahoe II BN RI PT  Owner: Verna Kubik, Virginia Bailey
Agent: Kent Boyles
293  AB  NEW ERA'S COMET  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN57049701; DOB: 12/24/2018  
Breeder: Stephanie Mostoller Comeau, Derek Comeau  
By: GCHB Lacomtessse Lucifer Morningstar x CH Karizma's Princess Elsa  
Owner: Stephanie Comeau, Derek Comeau, Kathy Potter  
Agent:  

294  GCH NORBERGE'S GIFT OF THE MAGI OF CLAYFIELD  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN48506706; DOB: 12/25/2016  
Breeder: Pamela Wolf O'Dell, Michael Avery, Sharon Avery  
By: GCHP Wolf Creek Galaxy of Merivern x CH Norberge's Razzle Rosarita of Clayfield  
Owner: Dr Lori Stewart, Cindy Tellefsen  
Agent:  

295  GCH CLASS ACT'S SHOT THROUGH THE HEART WINDFALL-HILLSIDE RN  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN45490302; DOB: 2/12/2016  
Breeder: T Bartley, J Pyle, T Bogdanich, G & P Szymczak  
By: GCH Stuttgart's Single Action Army v Hammersmith x GCH Windfall's Who Says v Chablis RN  
Owner: Tina & John Bogdanich, Jeff Pyle  
Agent:  

296  AB  CH NAVA'S I'M THE ONE OF CHABLIS  (Dog)  
AKC Reg #DN59173201; DOB: 7/28/2019  
Breeder: Angel Navarro, Cindy Bartley  
By: CH Canaan Crimson's After Dark x Nava's Penne Chablis  
Owner: Angel Navarro, Cindy Bartley  
Agent: Jeff Pyle  

297  GCH ABIJAH'S FORTUNE COOKIE OF THORNROSE BN RN HT PT FDC MAX AXJ MXP3MXPB MJPB PAX  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN42303506; DOB: 3/26/2015  
Breeder: Jill Lukasik, Ken & Sherry Wilhoit  
By: CH Ponca-Hill's Snake Fever x Windover's Bella of Abedon  
Owner: Deboray Stern, Jill Lukasik, Logan Nordahl  
Agent: Courtney Penner  

298  AB  GCH WUNDER'S JUST DO IT EMA  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN49185105; DOB: 2/23/2017  
Breeder: Sharon Wunder, Katie Moore, Heather Calmes  
By: GCH Keylis Spotlite Just Do It x Wunder's Summer Glau RN  
Owner: Sharon Wunder, Nina McDonald, Courtney Clames  
Agent: Courtney Clames (See Junior Showmanship #202)  

299  CH BMEERHUIS-ZYTUT'S ADIOS V JOELLE  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN51517801; DOB: 8/26/2017  
Breeder: Roberta Moore, Christy & Clint Heiman, Katelyn Heiman, Joann Richards  
By: CH Joelle's Alvin of Norberge CD x GCH Bmeer-Koldren I Put A Spell On You V Zytut  
Owner: Roberta Moore, Joanne Richards  
Agent:  

300  AB  CH WONDERLAND'S JUNE CARTER CASH  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN54159701; DOB: 5/31/2018  
Breeder: John Conely, Ed Farrell  
By: CH Kenlyn's Aries V HiCliff x GCH Wonderland's Force of Nature  
Owner: John Conely, Ed Farrell  
Agent: Scott Yergin  

301  SEL  GCH CHARBO-JALYN THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC V LAUGUIN  (Bitch)  
AKC Reg #DN43525501; DOB: 6/20/2015  
Breeder: Roberta Schiffelbein, Lynette Stone  
By: CH Charbo's Colt 45 x GCH HiCliff's Razz Ma Tazz Zytut  
Owner: Laura Shearin, Jack Gillespie  
Agent: Diane Brown
302  GCH INQUEST U GOT THE LOOK OF SHE-ROCK (Bitch)
AKC Reg #DN47114004; DOB: 6/20/2016
Breeder: Stephanie Schrock, Ileana Nogueras  By: Sunrise on Thornton Creek x Signature's Maui of Masrock  Owner: Stephanie Schrock, Josie Cook
Agent:

303  AB  GCH GREENLEAF’S FIRESTARTER SURIGO CROSS TIMBERS (Bitch)
AKC Reg #DN44991604; DOB: 2/6/2016
Breeder: Patrick Green, Nancy Godek-McDonald  By: GCH Kennelwood’s Man U Man x GCH Greenleaf’s Deuce of Clubs V Surigo  Owner: Seth Keida
Agent: Nikki Bedea

304  CH COLBYHAUS TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS (Bitch)
AKC Reg #DN48499601; DOB: 12/24/2016
Breeder: Linda Colby, Steve Colby  By: ColbyHaus’ Mr Heartbreaker x ColbyHaus-Kaleef’s Halestorm
Owner: Linda Colby, Steve Colby, Danial Picknell, Justin Moore
Agent:

305  AB  CH EAGLE VALLEY’S LADY IN RED (Bitch)
AKC Reg #DN53117403; DOB: 2/25/2018
Breeder: Dennis Mulligan, Sandy Dancosse  By: GCH Alkrarah's Bossa Nova x CH Eagle Valley'sChloe II
Owner: Dennis Mulligan, Karin E Wagner
Agent: Olivia Calabrese

306  CH KOHLEIN’S EVER (Bitch)
AKC Reg #DN54160501; DOB: 1/22/2016
Breeder: Maria McDonald  By: CH Kohlein's Cazadores x CH Kohlein's Estrella  Owner: Kerry Southern
Agent: Sammie Lewis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best of Breed</th>
<th>291</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best of Winners</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Opposite Sex</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Dog</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Bitch</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Puppy</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Opposite Puppy</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP

OPEN JUNIOR HANDLER

200 3RD  KATELYN HEIMAN #35638459004  4/4/05  
GCH ZYTUT'S CROSSING RIVERS  (D)  
AKC Reg #DN33585201; DOB:  1/8/2012  
Breeder: Christy & Clint Heiman, Gonzalo Godoy; By: CH Rosewoods' English Channel x Zytut Gonvi  
Keepers Journey  
Owner: Nils & Jan Anderson, Christy & Clint Heiman

201 4TH  ASHLEY O'BRIEN, #18741392003:  9/12/2004  (D)  
GCH TRIPPHILL'S SCHAROARK DEJAVU  
AKC Reg #DN43775103; DOB  8/13/15  
Breeder: M Tripp, M Golden, T Golden; By: CH Rallyns Julius Ceasar x CH Tripphill's There We Gogh Again  
Owner: Teresa Coble, Bob Coble, Mary Tripp

202 AB  COURTNEY CALMES #83343065001  2/23/2017  (B)  
GCH WUNDER'S JUST DO IT EMA  
AKC #DN49185105; DOB: 2/23/2017  
Breeder: Sharon Wunder, Katie Moore, Heather Calmes By: GCH Keylis Spotlite Just Do It x Wunder's  
Summer Glau RN  
Owner: Sharon Wunder, Nina McDonald Courtney Calmes  
(See Breed #298)

198 2ND  LOGAN NORDAHL #35995525001  (B)  
TC HC CH MACH PACAISSON'S SPRING FLING AT DA-JO CD RN HSCS HXCS FDC MXB MJB MXP3 MX0B  
MJP3 MJPB PAX FSSS CGCA CGCU TKI  
AKC #DN42661504  4/15/15  
Breeder: Dania Karloff, Lanalee Jorgensen, Julie Degen By: CH MACH8 Kaleef's Divine V Kenlyn x DC Da-  
Jo-s Crestview Ladyhawke RN HSAs HSCs HXCs  
Owner: Deborah Stern, Julie Degen, Logan Nordahl

199 1ST/BJH  Richard A Milam #71069857005  
CAMPEON ROMEO VOM FURSTENHUND  
AKC #DNS7298102  10/25/08  
Breeder: Carolyn Borgmann, Frederick Borgmann By: 22 Campeon Cracas Mask of Zorro Thorarinn x Von  
Adelhof's Stella  
Owner: Suzanne Iglesias, Julia Taborda, Susan Hares, Richard Milam

BEST JUNIOR HANDLER  __199____